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1. Introduction 
Let f(z) be a complex coefficient polynomial of degree n, 
f(z)=a,+u,z+ .** +anzn, a, + 0. 
There are two types of root-finding algorithms for f(z), one of which is referred to as a 
single-root algorithm and another one is a simultaneous one. The single-root algorithm converges 
to one root (or sometimes a pair), like Newton’s or Bairstow’s methods. The simultaneous 
algorithm improves all the approximations, simultaneously, which converge to the corresponding 
zeros. 
Durand-Kerner’s [5] and Aberth’s [l] are well-known methods as the simultaneous iterative 
method of which convergence orders are 2 and 3, respectively. Although there are other methods 
with higher order [6,9,13], the convergence order of the methods cited above is one for multiple 
zeros. PetkoviC [lo] showed a simultaneous method which converges rapidly for multiple zeros, if 
the multiplicity of all the zeros is given in advance. 
In this paper, we will present a class of simultaneous methods which has a high order of 
convergence even for multiple zeros without any information about multiplicity of zeros. 
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First, we will give a class of simultaneous methods by using the Pad6 approximant for the 
function f(z)/lJizk(z-zi) at the point zk, where zi,..., z, are some approximations to zeros 
s . . . , &,. The convergence order of this algorithm is m + 2 for simple zeros and 1 for multiple 
z:ros, where we use derivatives of f(z) up to the order m for the Pad6 approximation. In the 
case m = 1, this formula is equivalent to Aberth’s method, whereas the algorithm based on the 
Pad6 approximation is quite different from Farmer-Loizou’s and Wang-Zheng’s in spite of the 
same convergence order. We give the explicit formulae of these methods in the case m = 2 in the 
Appendix. 
Next, we will present the hybrid method which combines the single-root method given in [12] 
and our simultaneous one. The convergence order of the single-root method is m for simple zeros 
as well as for multiple zeros. This provides the convergence order 2m + 1 for simple zeros and m 
for multiple zeros through the combination which does not yield any additional cost in the 
function evaluation. 
Some numerical examples are shown in Section 4. It assures the theoretical results on the 
convergence order. For Farmer-Loizou’s method, Igarashi [7] reported the interesting numerical 
examples in which several approximations converge to the same zero exceeding its multiplicity, 
that is, a miss-convergence. We will show numerical results for this phenomenon using Farmer- 
Loizou’s method. 
2. Simultaneous formula by the Pad6 approximation 
We give a class of simultaneous formulae of arbitrary order for simple zeros by using the Pad6 
approximation which is defined as follows. 
Definition 1. Let T~,~(z) = P(z)/Q( z) b e a rational function, where P(z) and Q(z) are 
mutually prime polynomials of degree at most M and N, respectively, and let Q( zO) # 0. For a 
given Taylor series of F(z) at the point zO, 
F(z)=a,+a,(z-z,)+a,(z-z,)2+ ..‘) 
If rM,N ( z) satisfies 
F(z)Q(z) -P(z) = O((z - z~)~+~+‘), 
then the rational function rM,N( ) z is called [ M/N]-Pa&’ upproximant for F(z) at the point zO. 
Here, we do not require the normalization Q( zO) = 1, because we are interested in only a zero 
of the numerator polynomial P(z). 
The following rational function is important in the derivation of our methods: 
f(z) F,(z) = qqo 
k 
where ~~(2) = ,IJI,(z - zi). 
For brevity, all the sums and the products will be over the range 1, 2,. . . , n, unless explicitly 
stated otherwise. We show the simultaneous formula of arbitrary order by using the Pad6 
approximant for Fk( z). The algorithm is as follows. 
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Algorithm 2 (Simultaneous formula by the Pade approximation). 
For k := 1 to n do 
Step (1) Compute the numerator P(t) of the [l/m - l]-PadC approximant for Fk( z) at zk. 
Step (2) Solve the linear equation P(z) = 0 and set this solution as the next approximation 
Z;. 
There are several methods to compute the Pad6 approximant [2-4,121. Specially, a method to 
compute only the numerator of the Pad6 approximant for the rational function is described in 
[12]. To obtain the [l/ m - l]-Pad6 approximant for the rational function Fk( z) = f ( z)/rk( z), 
we need the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of f(z) and of T~( z) at zk up to the order m, 
$-f”‘(z,), $7riI)(zi), j=O,l ,..., m. 
Let us now consider the convergence order of this simultaneous formula. For this purpose, 
here we remark some properties of the Pad6 approximant. 
Lemma 3 (Duality). Suppose that a function F(z) is analytic at z0 and F( zO) # 0. Let G,(z) be the 
truncated Taylor series of l/F(z) at zO, 
G,(z) = ,F, f ( f i(i)(z&z - z& 
Then l/G,,,(z) is the [O/m]-Pade approximant for F(z) at zO, that is, 
F(z) = G,(z) -L- + o((z - Zo))n+‘). 
This lemma is known as the reciprocal covariance of Pad6 approximants (see [4, p.1181). 
Lemma 4. The zero zi of the [l/ m - l]-Pad& approximant for F(z) at z0 is given by 
(2.1) 
By the definition of the Pad6 approximant and Lemma 3, we have the formula (2.1). This is no 
more than Pomentale’s formula [ll] by taking F(z) = f (z)/f ‘( z). 
Lemma 5. Assume that F(z) can be written as 
Z-S F(z) = +(z) 3 (2.2) 
where +(z) is analytic at z0 and +( zO) # 0. Let z0 be sufficiently close to the zero {. Then, the zero 
z; of the [l/m - l]-Pade approximant for F(z) at z0 is expressed as 
zI = 5 _ +‘“‘(z0) m+l + qc”+2) 
0 
m!+(zo)’ 
> 
where e=<-z,. 
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Proof. From (2.2), .we have the i th derivative of l/F(z), 
By Lemma 4, z; is written by 
zi = z. + m =z,+m 
Substitute E = 5 - z. into this and multiply both the numerator and the denominator of the 
second term of the right-hand side by ?‘+I, then 
$l &Yzo) ej 
j=O 
j! 
z;=zo + 
E 
$ G(i)(zO) ,j ='O+ I+ L. G(m)(zO)c,' 
j=O 
j! S m! 
where 
sEmcl 4"(zO)cj=G(zo) +cmfl +(j)(zO)cj-l 
j=O 
j! 
j=l 
j! . 
Since c is sufficiently small, it follows from (2.3) 
zI=z +e 1-1. +‘“‘(zo)e,+ 1. +(m)(Zo)E, 
0 0 
i S m! i 
S m! 
&Yzo) 
=‘O+‘- m!+(zo)’ m+l + O( Cm+2), 
which completes the proof. 0 
(2.3) 
From these lemmas, we can find the properties of the zero of the [l/m - l]-PadC approximant 
for CO) =f(z)/~(z). 
Theorem 6. Let f(z) be a polynomial of degree n with distinct zeros ll,. . . , l,,. Suppose that each 
approximation z, is sufficiently close to l,, i = 1, 2,. . . , n. Let z; be a zero of the [l/m - l]-Padk 
approximant for Fk(z) at zk. Then 
z; = c, + o( Q,&“), 
where c;=<~-z; and eM=maxi+,(~i(. 
Proof. We rewrite Fk( z) into the form (z - sk)/<p( z) such that 
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where 
Since each ei is sufficiently small, by taking U,(Z) = l/( z - Sj) we have 
G(z) = 1-t c f$;(Z) + . . . ) 
r+k 
and also the higher derivatives of $(z), 
G’“‘(z) = c Ei@)(Z) + . . * ) m 2 1. 
i#k 
As all the zeros {,, i = 1,. . . , n, are distinct zeros, 
t.d;j)(zk) = -& 
(J) 
( )I 
= O(l), i#k, ~‘20. 
I .7=Zk 
Thus, $I(z,+) = O(1) and +‘“‘( zk) = O(C,), m 2 1. By Lemma 5, the result follows. •I 
This theorem implies that if all the errors of the approximations are 6, = li - z, = O(E), 
i=l . . 3 n, then the convergence order of Algorithm 2 for simple zeros is m + 2. When m = 1, 
this algorithm is equivalent to Aberth’s method. 
Theorem 7. Let f(z) be a polynomial of degree n with zeros l,, . . . , l,,, some of which may be 
multiple zeros. Assume that Sk is one of the multiple zeros. Suppose that each approximation z, is 
sufficiently close to I,, i = 1, 2,. . . , n. Let z; be a zero of the [l/m - l]-Pad& approximant for 
Fk(z) at zk. Then 
z; = Sk + o( +j), (2.6) 
where E,={,-z~ and eM=maxizkIc,I. 
Proof. Since Sk is one of multiple zeros, there exists & = Sk, I# k. Then 
By substituting this into (2.4) and (2.5) we have 
+(zk) =0(l) and +‘“‘(zk) =O 
Hence by Lemma 5, we get the result of this theorem. 
mZ 1. 
cl 
Since the error ck of the approximation zk does not appear in (2.6), Theorem 7 implies that the 
convergence order for multiple zeros depends on the error of the other approximations E,, i # k. 
Thereby if we can improve the accuracy of the other approximations before the calculation of the 
refined approximation z;, the convergence order of this simultaneous formula for multiple zeros 
will increase more. 
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3. The hybrid method 
As we already mentioned, the convergence order of the simultaneous formula by Algorithm 2 
for multiple zeros depends on the error of the other approximations. We can improve the 
accuracy of the approximations for multiple zeros by using the single-root algorithm which is 
obtained by the Pad& approximant for f( z)/f’( z) [12]. Its convergence order is m (> 2) by 
utilization of the Taylor series of order m for f(z) whatever the multiplicity of the zeros may be. 
As the main result we propose the hybrid method which combines the single-root and the 
simultaneous methods. 
Algorithm 8 (Hybrid method). 
Step (1) Given the approximations zjr i = 1,. . . , n, compute the auxiliary approximations z*, 
i= l,..., n, by the single-root method of order m even for the multiple zero [12]. 
Step (2) Compute the next approximations z;, k = 1,. . . , n, by the simultaneous method with 
the auxiliary approximations z*, i # k, instead of z, in Algorithm 2. 
Remark 9. The values of the function and the derivatives f”‘( z;), i = 1,. _ . , n, j = 0,. . . , m, are 
commonly used in Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 8. 
In the viewpoint of the computational cost for the evaluation of the function value and its 
derivatives, we must emphasize that our hybrid method does not increase the cost through the 
combination of the single-root method and the simultaneous one. 
We show the convergence order of this iterative method in the following theorem. 
Theorem 10. Let f(z) be a polynomial of degree n with zeros I,, . . . , l,,. Assume that each 
approximation zi is sufficiently close to S, and E; = O(C). Then, for the error of the next 
approximation EL = 5;, - z; calculated by Algorithm 8 with m > 2, 
(i) 6: = O(E~~+~ ), if f (z) has only simple zeros, 
(ii) E: = O(em), if f(z) has multiple zeros, 
where m is the order of the highest derivative off(z) in Algorithm 8. 
Proof. Since we replace the approximation zjr i # k, by the auxiliary approximations z* in the 
expression of the function Fk( z), we directly obtain E,,,, = 0( 6”‘). From the assumption ek = O(E) 
and Theorems 6 and 7, the results follows. 0 
To calculate the PadC approximant for Fk( z) = f ( z)/~T~( z) at zk, we need the derivatives of 
f(z) and ~~(2) at zk. We consider the algorithm to calculate the Taylor expansion of rk( z) at zk. 
Define an auxiliary function 
ek(z) := #=x-&. 
i#k 
Then we can evaluate e,$j)( z), j > 0, easily. If we differentiate both sides of rL( z) = ek( z)rk( z), 
we get 
Tk (‘+l)(z) = t (:)e~)(z,ij-l’(z), j>O. 
I=0 
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Table 1 
Error in approximation z, at iteration step Y (Error = -log,, 1 z1 - 5, I) 
Method m Error for the simple zero 
v=o v=l v=2 v=3 
Durand-Kerner 0 
Aberth 1 
Ours (Algorithm 2) 2 
3 
4 
Ours (Algorithm 8) 2 
3 
4 
2.0 3.6 8.0 15.6 
2.0 5.8 17.1 50.5 
2.0 7.9 32.4 130.9 
2.0 10.0 49.5 245.9 
2.0 12.0 72.7 439.9 
2.0 9.9 49.2 245.0 
2.0 13.6 93.9 653.0 
2.0 18.6 165.5 1483.9 
Error for the multiple zero 
v=o v=l v=2 v=3 
2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 
2.0 2.3 2.6 2.7 
2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 
2.0 2.5 2.9 3.4 
2.0 2.5 3.1 3.5 
2.0 4.8 9.2 18.9 
2.0 7.0 22.1 67.2 
2.0 9.4 39.0 157.2 
By the symbolic manipulation of the formula (2.1) we get the explicit formulae of the iterative 
methods (see the Appendix). In the explicit formulae, we use notations S,,k = C;,,l/( zk - zi)’ 
and T/,k=Cizk{f(~k)/(~k-~i)}i, j=l,...,m, instead of ?T~;)(z~), j=O,...,m, to save the 
calculation cost. 
4. Numerical examples 
We will show some numerical examples to compare our methods to others. The results 
presented here were obtained on a Macintosh computer (CPU MC68030, FPU MC68882, Clock 
16MHz). The program of Example 11 was coded in Mathematics. In the other examples, 
programs were coded in a high level FORTRAN using about 20 decimal digit accuracy. 
Example 11. Error in approximation zi for zero z = 1 under the multi-precision floating 
arithmetic for the polynomials 
f(z)=(z-I)(z-2)(z-3)(~-4)(z-5)(~-6), S;.=j, j=l,2,...,6, 
and 
f(z)=(z-1)3(z-4)(z-5)(z-6), 5i=S2=&=1, &,=4, Ss=5, &=6. 
Initial approximations were distributed as 15; - zi 1 = 1.0 X lo-* (Table 1). This table illustrates 
the theoretical results on the convergence order, where m is the order of the highest derivatives 
of f(z) used in the methods. 
In the examples below, we compared the CPU-times and the average number of iterations of 
several methods. The zeros of polynomials were randomly distributed in the region [ - 1, l] x 
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[ - 1, 11. The random numbers r,, j > 1, normalized in the range [ 11, 
congruence method 
x0= 1, 
xj+I =a.x,+b mode, j=O, 1,2 ,..*, 
x,+1 
rj+l= 2- C -1, j=o, 1,2 ,..*, 
where a = 1229, b = 351750, c = 1664 501. 
The convergence criterion is as follows, 
If~~,~I~~~~I~~~;I+/~~~,I~l~,I’~ 
i=o 
l] were generated by the 
where p = 2.0 x lo-l9 = 2-62. When the iteration of an approximation exceeded 10 X degree, we 
regarded that the iteration process failed. 
Example 12(a). All the zeros were simple (Table 2(a)). The zeros Sj, j = 1,. . . , n, were calculated 
by 
S;=r2,_,+ir2,, j=l,2 ,..., n. 
Example 12(b). All the zeros were double (Table 2(b)). The zeros S,, j = 1,. . . , n, were calculated 
by 
5;=r,+ir,+,, l,+,=cJ, j=l,3 ,**., n-l. 
In Examples 12(a) and 12(b), the initial approximations were distributed on the circle which 
includes all the zeros (see [l, p.3421, [8, pp. 122-1231) and the calculation time to generate the 
initial approximations was not included in the CPU-time. 
Table 2(a) 
CPU-time (set) of simple zeros and average number of iterations shown in parentheses 
Method m CPU-time (Number of iterations) 
n=lO n = 20 n = 30 n = 40 n = 50 
Durand-Kerner 0 0.7 (14.8) 4.7 (29.9) 12.7 (37.8) 30.1 (51.5) 
Aberth 1 0.4 (8.1) 2.3 (13.9) 6.7 (19.3) 15.6 (25.9) 
Farmer-Loizou 2 0.5 (6.5) 2.6 (10.4) - - 
3 0.5 (5.0) - 11.9 (17.2) * 21.9 (18.2) * 
Ours (Algorithm 2) 2 0.4 (5.8) 2.4 (10.1) 6.8 (13.1) 15.8 (17.8) 
3 0.4 (4.8) 2.6 (8.3) * 7.2 (10.7) 16.3 (13.9) * 
4 0.5 (4.3) * 2.7 (6.7) * 7.5 (8.8) * 17.0 (11.5) * 
Ours (Algorithm 8) 2 0.4 (6.1) 2.1 (8.5) 5.2 (9.8) 10.8 (11.8) 
3 0.4 (4.6) 2.2 (6.8) 4.6 (6.6) 9.1 (7.4) 
4 0.5 (4.0) 2.2 (5.2) 5.3 (6.0) 11.5 (7.5) 
68.5 (76.1) 
34.9 (37.8) 
- 
47.7 (25.9) * 
35.8 (26.1) 
36.3 (20.1) * 
36.9 (16.2) * 
23.3 (16.6) 
16.9 (9.0) 
19.6 (8.3) 
* We could not find all the zeros because some approximations converged to the same zero exceeding its multiplicity. 
- Iteration process failed. 
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Table 2(b) 
CPU-time (set) of double zeros and average number of iterations 
Method m CPU-time (Number of iterations) 
n=6 n=lO n=16 n = 20 n = 26 
Durand-Kerner 0 0.6 (34.0) 1.7 (39.6) 4.5 (44.0) 7.4 (47.8) 15.1 (59.3) 
Aberth 1 0.4 (21.0) 1.1 (24.0) 2.7 (26.0) 4.5 (27.8) 8.5 (32.3) 
Farmer-Loizou 2 0.5 (16.3) 1.3 (18.4) 3.2 (19.6) 5.2 (21.4) * - 
3 0.5 (14.0) 1.4 (15.6) 3.4 (16.2) * * - 10.0 (19.0) 
Ours (Algorithm 2) 2 0.4 (16.3) 1.2 (18.2) 3.0 (19.8) 4.9 (21.1) * 9.2 (23.9) 
3 0.5 (14.0) 1.3 (15.6) 3.3 (16.3) * 5.4 (17.4) * 9.7 (19.0) * 
4 0.6 (12.7) 1.5 (13.8) 3.6 (14.1) * 6.0 (15.2) * 10.8 (16.8) * 
Ours (Algorithm 8) 2 0.2 (7.0) 0.6 (8.8) 1.7 (10.2) 2.6 (10.6) 5.9 (14.7) 
3 0.2 (5.0) 0.6 (6.4) 1.6 (7.4) 2.5 (7.6) 5.1 (9.6) 
4 0.2 (3.8) 0.6 (4.6) 1.7 (6.0) 2.7 (6.5) 6.2 (9.1) 
When all the zeros were double, the CPU-time of the hybrid method (Algorithm 8) was about 
a half of that of Aberth’s. For the polynomial with only simple zeros, the CPU-time of Aberth’s 
method was comparable with that of Algorithm 8 under n G 20. If we increase n, we can expect 
that the CPU-time of Algorithm 8 is less than that of others. 
Example 13. The initial approximations were generated by 
.2a 
ly(k-l)+& , k=l,2 ,..., n, 
where R = 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 4.0, 8.0 and the polynomial of degree n = 10 was the same as that of 
Example 12(a) (Table 3). 
Table 3 
CPU-time (set) of simple zeros and average number of iterations depending upon the initial circle with radius R 
(n =lO) 
Method 
Durand-Kerner 
Aberth 
m CPU-time (Number of iterations) 
R = 0.2 R = 0.5 R =l.O R = 4.0 R 8.0 = 
0 2.2 (51.5) 0.7 (16.1) 0.5 (12.0) 1.1 (24.8) 1.4 (32.4) 
1 0.4 (7.8) 0.3 (6.5) 0.3 (6.9) 0.6 (13.3) 0.8 (17.0) 
Farmer-Loizou 2 _ _ 
3 _ _ 
Ours (Algorithm 2) 2 0.4 (6.1) 0.4 (5.8) 
3 0.4 (5.1) 0.4 (4.9) * 
4 0.4 (3.9) 0.5 (4.3) * 
Ours (Algorithm 8) 2 0.4 (5.4) 0.4 (5.7) 
3 0.4 (4.4) 0.4 (3.8) 
4 0.5 (3.8) 0.5 (3.7) 
_ 0.7 (9.7) 
1.0 (10.3) * 1.3 (13.4) * 
0.3 (4.9) 0.6 (9.7) 
0.4 (4.0) 0.7 (7.9) 
0.4 (3.7) * 0.7 (6.7) 
0.4 (6.0) 0.4 (5.7) 
0.4 (4.2) 0.5 (5.3) 
0.4 (3.4) 0.7 (5.3) 
0.9 (12.4) 
0.8 (12.2) 
0.9 (9.7) * 
0.9 (8.5) * 
0.5 (6.6) 
0.5 (5.3) 
0.6 (4.8) 
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The determination of the better initial approximations is usually the difficult problem. The 
methods of order 1 for multiple zeros were sensitive for the radius R of the initial circle, whereas 
our hybrid method was not as sensitive for R. 
From these numerical results, we can find that our hybrid method (Algorithm 8) is not so 
influenced by the condition of the problem, that is, the multiplicity of zeros, the degree of the 
polynomial and the distribution of the initial approximations. 
We checked about Algorithm 2 and 8 with m = 2, 3,. . . ,7. While the average number of 
iterations decreased according to m, the CPU-time increased monotonically with m > 3. Through 
these examples, we recommend the hybrid method with m = 3. 
In Farmer-Loizou’s method, the phenomenon pointed out in [7] was often observed and 
sometimes approximations did not converge. In our hybrid method, we could not find the 
miss-convergence through all the test problems, yet we cannot deny the possibility theoretically. 
5. Conclusion 
We proposed a class of hybrid simultaneous iterative methods for finding all the roots of a 
polynomial equation f(z) = 0. The hybrid method attains the order 2m + 1 for simple zeros 
using any truncated Taylor series of order m (2 2), while it attains the order m for multiple 
zeros. 
From the numerical results, we can find that our hybrid method in the case of m = 3 is more 
efficient for the polynomial of higher degree even if it contains multiple zeros. 
Appendix 
Explicit formulae in the case m = 2 using the following notations: 
(1) Single-root formula (order 2): 
z; = Zk - f (‘k) 
f,(zk) _ fbkk(";'k) ’ 
zk 
(2) Simultaneous formula by the Pad6 approximation (order 4), ours: 
z; = Zk - f czk) 
f ,czk> _ f czk)f "('k) - T;k + T2,k . 
2(f 'czk) - Tl,k) 
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(3) Farmer-Loizou’s method (order 4): 
4(zk)(l-4l(zkMzk)) 
” =zk - 1 - 2~,(z,)Ld,(zk) + +&+k)(&(Zk) -s,,,) 
fczk) 
=z - 
k 
f,(zk~ _ - {f(Zk)f”(Zk)}2 + 4{ ~‘(zk)>2{f(zk,f”(Zk) + T,.k} ’ 
8{ f’bk)j3 - 4f(zk)f’(zk)f”(zk) 
(4) Wang-Zheng’s method (order 4): 
z; = Zk - 2al(Zk) f hJ 
2a;( zk) - @I( tk) - s;,, - s,,, = zk - f,(zk) _ f(zk>f”(zk> + T:k + T2,k . 
2f ‘czk> 
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